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GGP Bullseye (July)
Door debate gathers pace
Wayne Rogerson, CENSolutions, via email.
Dear Sophie
When CENSolutions first brought to the public arena the issue of how doors were going to
achieve compliance to the revised Building Regulations, we were a lone voice. Now we’re
delighted to see the Door Debate hotting up with various contributors expressing opinions on
what will be required from 1 October. While there’s no argument that the magic door
compliance figure is a U-value 1.8 W/m2h, the main thrust of the debate is what the industry
will need to do to demonstrate this compliance.
While opinions can be enlightening, what we need now are facts. For CENSolutions, the key
fact relating to door compliance is that realistically nobody is going to worry about whether a
door has a U-value of 1.6, 1.4 or even 1.2, as long as it achieves the 1.8 figure. Unlike an
energy rating scheme where calculations can be made to show potential savings that
particular bands give, the basic customer or specifier demand is going to be one of
compliance. So if a company can demonstrate worst case scenario of 1.8 for a certain door
type or range, this will be sufficient. However, for timber door manufacturers it will be virtually
impossible to achieve 1.8 unless they can develop some kind of timber skinned composite.
Currently a 60-65mm thick hardwood door would have a U value of between 2.5 and 3.0!
Rumours that this may be re-visited before 1 October seem unfounded.
The pressure on door panel manufacturers, as well as system doors suppliers to conform is
increasing daily. That’s why at CENSolutions, we’ve developed a unique simulation service for
all types of doors. Tailored to individual requirements, our service ranges from fully
comprehensive individual simulation programmes to worst case scenario simulations that
cover whole door ranges.
The clock is ticking and 1 October is fast approaching. Rumours of a ‘holiday period’ for
compliance are also unfounded. They’ve arisen from confusion from the allowing of contracts
signed before 1 October to have until April 2011 to be completed, while any contract signed
after 1 October has to comply immediately. While specialists like CENSolutions are putting in
place programmes to help companies prove compliance, for the timber boys it’s a different
story. Isn’t it about time that the Federations representing timber door manufacturers actually
came out of the closet and tell the industry what is really going on?
Yours sincerely
Wayne Rogerson
Joint managing director
CENSolutions

Glazine (July)

Dear Nathan
When CENSolutions first brought to the public arena the issue of how
doors were going to achieve compliance to the revised Building
Regulations, we were a lone voice. Now we’re delighted to see the Door
Debate hotting up with various contributors expressing opinions on what
will be required from October 1st.
While there’s no argument that the magic door compliance figure is a U-value 1.8
W/m2h, the main thrust of the debate is what the industry will need to do to demonstrate
this compliance.
While opinions can be enlightening, what we need now are facts. For CENSolutions, the
key fact relating to door compliance is that realistically nobody is going to worry about
whether a door has a U-value of 1.6, 1.4 or even 1.2, as long as it achieves the 1.8 figure.
Unlike an energy rating scheme where calculations can be made to show potential
savings that particular bands give, the basic customer or specifier demand is going to be
one of compliance. So if a company can demonstrate worst case scenario of 1.8 for a
certain door type or range, this will be sufficient. However, for timber door
manufacturers it will be virtually impossible to achieve 1.8 unless they can develop some
kind of timber skinned composite. Currently a 60mm-65mm thick hardwood door would
have a U-value of between 2.5 and 3.0. Rumours that this may be re-visited before
October 1st seem unfounded.
CENSolutions is founded on providing cost-effective and practical solutions for
companies faced with implementing new standards and regulations. The pressure on door
panel manufacturers, as well as system doors suppliers, to conform is increasing daily.
That’s why we’ve developed a simulation service for all types of doors. Tailored to
individual requirements, our service ranges from fully comprehensive individual
simulation programmes to worst case scenario simulations that cover whole door ranges.
The clock is ticking and October 1st is fast approaching. Rumours of a ‘holiday period’
for compliance are also unfounded. They’ve arisen from confusion between allowing of
contracts signed before October 1st to have until April 2011 to be completed, while any
contract signed after October 1st has to comply immediately.

While specialists like CENSolutions are putting in place programmes to help companies
prove compliance, for the timber boys it’s a different story. Isn’t it about time that the
federations representing timber door manufacturers actually came out of the closet and
tell the industry what is really going on?
Yours sincerely
Wayne Rogerson
Joint managing director
CENSolutions

Fenestration News (July)

Doors Debate Continues - CENSolutions

Dear Ian
When CENSolutions first brought to the public arena the issue of how doors were going
to achieve compliance to the revised Building Regulations, we were a lone voice. Now
we’re delighted to see the Door Debate hotting up with various contributors expressing
opinions on what will be required from October 1st. While there’s no argument that the
magic door compliance figure is a U value 1.8 W/m2h, the main thrust of the debate is
what the industry will need to do to demonstrate this compliance.
While opinions can be enlightening, what we need now are facts. For CENSolutions, the
key fact relating to door compliance is that realistically nobody is going to worry about
whether a door has a U value of 1.6, 1.4 or even 1.2, as long as it achieves the 1.8 figure.
Unlike an energy rating scheme where calculations can be made to show potential
savings that particular bands give, the basic customer or specifier demand is going to be
one of compliance. So if a company can demonstrate worst case scenario of 1.8 for a
certain door type or range, this will be sufficient. However, for timber door
manufacturers it will be virtually impossible to achieve 1.8 unless they can develop some
kind of timber skinned composite. Currently a 60-65mm thick hardwood door would
have a U value of between 2.5 and 3.0! Rumours that this may be re-visited before
October 1st seem unfounded.
CENSolutions Ltd is founded on providing cost-effective and practical solutions for
companies faced with implementing new standards and regulations. The pressure on door
panel manufacturers, as well as system doors suppliers to conform is increasing daily.
That’s why we’ve developed a unique simulation service for all types of doors. Tailored
to individual requirements, our service ranges from fully comprehensive individual
simulation programmes to worst case scenario simulations that cover whole door ranges.
The clock is ticking and October 1st is fast approaching. Rumours of a ‘holiday period’
for compliance are also unfounded. They’ve arisen from confusion between allowing of
contracts signed before October 1st to have until April 2011 to be completed, while any
contract signed after October 1st has to comply immediately. While specialists like

CENSolutions are putting in place programmes to help companies prove compliance, for
the timber boys it’s a different story. Isn’t it about time that the Federations representing
timber door manufacturers actually came out of the closet and tell the industry what is
really going on?
Yours sincerely
Wayne Rogerson
Joint Managing Director
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